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Objective  I’m an adventure environmentalist. I love the outdoors, new experiences, and traveling. Over the past six 

years I have been a professional skydiver in Hawaii, Utah & California. I am seeking a sponsorship to 
promote extreme air sports and inspire awareness to protect public lands and wildlife. I would like to 
explore entrepreneurism as well as expand my marketing skills with a commitment within a company. I 
currently live in Utah and travel the world in search of advanced human flight.  

   
   Jump 

Experience 
  Current Skydives: 3550                                                                                                    August 2009-Present 

My jump history includes 200 instructional jumps, 400 wingsuit jumps, the rest are filming tandems and 
fun jumps. I am an Accelerated freefall instructor at Skydive Utah and taught over 30 ground schools. I 
have 7 hours in the wind tunnel and time coaching others in the tunnel. In 2014, I did skydiving stunt 
work for the Japanese pop band ‘Boom Boom Satellites’ in the music video “Nine”. 

BASE Jumps: 405                                                                                                        September 2012-Present 

I started BASE jumping four years ago and wingsuit BASE three years ago. In 2015, I traveled to 
Switzerland, Italy & France to fly my wingsuit. I returned to France this spring and jumped two of the 
most technical wingsuit jumps in the world. I am the second woman in the world to complete a wingsuit 
jump in Moab, Utah. I attended the invitational wingsuit event in China called Wings for Love in 2015 
and worked as an intern. I love to fly my wingsuit and mentor women entering the sport. I’m an avid 
environmentalist and protecting public lands is a huge platform in my life. 

Paraglide Flights: 100                                                                                            November 2013-Present 

I received my paragliding license; P2 in 2012 and I remain a current member of the United States 
Hangglider & Paraglider Association. I paraglide with a Fluid wing and speedride in the backcountry 
during the winter. 

   
Education  University of Utah                                                                                          Bachelor’s Degree 2009-2011 

I graduated Magna Cum Laude with a major in Environment Science and minor in Spanish Language. 
After university, I moved to Hawaii and worked my way up at Skydive Hawaii from manifest agent, to 
video editor and eventually became a full-time camera flyer. In 2014, I moved to Utah to work as an AFF 
instructor and fly video for Skydive Utah, where I can BASE jump in my backyard. 

   
Skills  

 
 

 

! Fluent in Spanish and speak French conversationally 

! Proficient in latest versions of Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint & I Movie 

! Avid paraglider, skydiver, skier, coach & yogi 

! Facilitator in energy healing called “Access Consciousness” 
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   Jack Guthrie        435-841-9999 
   DZO at Skydive Utah       Tooele, Utah 

Mary Hinshaw        808-637-9700 
   Office manager & accountant       Mokuleia, Hawaii 


